Dr. Richard Burts of Mercer Named New Dean

Trustees Open College To Congolese Students

VOTES PASS TO BREAK COLOR LINE
By DON SADNER

Davidson's Managing Editor, Don Sadner, announced Monday that the college has voted to break the color line.

Dr. Richard Burts of Mercer, named New Dean

Thesis students in town for Book-Of-Year Program

Three demonstrators gain support for stand-ins

Opposition rises recent picketing

Uris Arrives Wednesday

Arab pursues issue after Uris departare

3 Demonstrators Gain Support for Stand-Ins

By BILL SADLER

The three students who have been protesting in support of the black students at Davidson College have received a boost in their efforts.
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Board of Trustees members, on campus for Wednesday meetings, met Monday evening at the Free Arts Building, under construction. They are shown behind the building, looking north. Below, John J. Baillie, of Charlotte, and James F. W. Tate, City, Fla., lead the group. Other members of the board are J. R. H. Martin, O. I. Williams, and C. F. R. Martin. (See page two)

NURSERY

The setting of the nursery on the grounds of Davidson College, as photographed Monday, is reminiscent of the upper middle-class. The building is designed to accommodate the needs of the students. The nursery is equipped with all necessary equipment, including play areas, seating areas, and educational materials. The nursery is staffed by experienced and trained nursery staff members, ensuring a safe and nurturing environment for the students. (See page two)
The Death Of Segregation

Racial segregation at Davidson College died in 1962, strange, ironic death. Arguably, it was almost two years exactly from the day when the trustees, in their wisdom, resolved to admit Negroes at last. Indeed, the number of Negro students at Davidson is probably still not as large as the number of Negroes in the midst of whom the campus is located.

But will it be easier? These young people may have been coming warmer than the future. But they may come more and more bitter race of people and things. A new Negro is breaking into the college more and more bitter than the future. But they may come more and more bitter race of people and things. A new Negro is breaking into the college in his own right, by his own means, and by his own efforts. He is a new Negro, and he is a new Negro.

This was a major breakthrough for a school that had been a symbol of a race institution. But we cannot help wondering if the college didn't dare admit Negroes for a few more years. The college president should accept Negroes at Davidson.

All of us understand a little better. Negroes. Until now, we have heard so much about the work of Negroes. What is all this about?

Dean Bailey said that although there are some Negro students at Davidson, they are not doing well. He is not the only one who has noticed this. Negro students at Davidson are not doing well. He is not the only one who has noticed this.

Dean Bailey also noticed that the idea is sound and must be emphasized. Negro students are not doing well, and must be emphasized. The idea is sound and must be emphasized.

The basis of this essay is that the idea is sound and must be emphasized. Negro students are not doing well, and must be emphasized. The idea is sound and must be emphasized.
A Look At... 

Sports 

Bill Godwin

A Man Of Few Words

The man called "Mr. Frank" was here Tuesday in all his elegance but the U. of I. basketball center isn't always flowers as his picket, biology professor. The two basketball buddies met at a recent meeting "Hello, Dr. Graham," Purcell said to the reply, "How's the Big Cat doing.

but Futures" in the background now. Even basketball is in the fade out. And maybe that Spring Fling has caused this. The former outtechnology, DAVIDSON's all-conference center.

BUT FOOTBALLS in the background now. Even basketball is in the fade out. And maybe that Spring Fling has caused this. The former outtechnology, DAVIDSON's all-conference center.

Goodnight, Mrs. Calabosh

They won't let Paul Marreto quit the history professor and ex-coach the resigned last fall was back on the field Wednesday for a two-week, winter-

warmup. Marreto says he's hoping to pull a leave next season and he adds this: "You've never seen a Jimmy Durante used to sign off his TV show with. Good night, Mrs. Calabosh, wherever you are." Well, rumors are that the man in line for the soccer coaching job for 1961 is none other than the leading candidate, whoever he be.

PETE WHITFIELD made his getaway last month—after 31 straight years at the grand stand and cross-

over the bleachers. VPI's Press Box, just past the left center, was moved to Blackburck in December, this time in basketball tags, the same year he moved to Blacksburg. 105-58. Even in those days, the Tin Can Arena was revered the approval and good-natured raucousness of the Virginia Tech basketball, just short of using physical force on the Wildcats. It was an annihilating day. And the boys have vowed never to go back. Last night it was our turn.

QB in Hell, Cats

Since this column is written being between the Davidson College and Tech ball game, I can report only what has gone before. And that is a report of the last tech game at Wallace Hall. The Davidson College basketball fans are considered everybody. And that is a report of the last tech game at Wallace Hall. The Davidson College basketball fans are considered.

REPORTING BACK from this Cats from competitive sources. The Cat's beat VPI's 217-206, 21 points.

ROUGH WEEK

"We are having a tough week," said Parker early in his short report of his first week at VPI and VPI's experience for.

Whittington Springs New Record In Dining

A dubious coach Roger Thrift heads his Wildcat team into their indoor match with Carolina, Wake Forest, and North Carolina State in the Big Five meet today.

Duc and his two straight victories over VPI's 1513, 1513, 24.
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A dubious coach Roger Thrift heads his Wildcat team into their indoor match with Carolina, Wake Forest, and North Carolina State in the Big Five meet today. 

Whittington Springs New Record In Dining

Junior rover Bill Whittington established a new record at Tech's recent record by 14 points in Monday's match with West Virginia Tech to break another freshman record. Tech's 217-206.

A well-proportioned swimmer named Bill Whittington, the Tech swimmer, has shown "his best "last year," according to Coach Bob Sherrill. "He was about 60 years old this season. The new record is expected to

"whipping 20" in the swimming event. 

IAC Postpones Volleyball Action

"The Intramural Athletic Com. has postponed volleyball action and postponed a de-

teem in a series of spurious rules and meet the competition for the last week. And a strong VPI and Carolina
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Judicial Board Debate Closes in Stalemate

The Student Council has ended in a stalemate after a few weeks of debate and discussion about the proposed Judicial Board. The council voted 6-4 to pass the amendment, with several members expressing concern about the potential impact on the university community. The amendment would establish a new board to handle disciplinary matters, with the goal of streamlining the process and ensuring greater fairness. The vote was closely divided, with several members voicing concerns about potential biases and the need for more input from the student body. The council has agreed to reconvene in the coming weeks to discuss the issue further.

FREEPORT PORTER GAMIL, U.S. constable between Palou and India, speaks with UNAMI

As the vote was announced, the new board was met with mixed reactions. Some members praised the move as a step forward in ensuring a more just and equitable system, while others expressed concern about the potential for abuse of power and the need for greater transparency. The council has agreed to hold public hearings to gather input from the student body and other stakeholders before making a final decision.

Graham Expresses Faith

In Today's College Man

In an interview with the college newspaper, President Graham expressed his faith in the future of the university. "I believe in the power of education to change lives," he said. "We must continue to invest in our students, and I am committed to ensuring that every student has the opportunity to succeed." The president also highlighted the importance of diversity and inclusion in the college community, and he urged students to take an active role in shaping the future of the institution.

Syphony Orchestra

To Play Here Tuesday

The Charlotte Symphony Orchestra will perform at Davidson College when they play at 8 pm on Tuesday, February 25th, at the college's Hunt Center. This will be the orchestra's first performance in the city in over a year, and it promises to be a thrilling event for music lovers.

VEgasbondsPresent Awards For Student, Faculty Acting

Award have been presented for work in drama this semester at a Wednesday night party celebrating the college's annual awards ceremony. The event was held in the Student Center, and students and faculty members gathered to celebrate the achievements of their peers.
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